
Ancient Egyptian Facts 
Research Ancient Egypt and create 
a ‘Did You Know?’ poster displaying 
these facts.  
 

Descriptive Writing 
Write a setting description of Egypt. 
Use Google Images to 
help you imagine what 
it is like there. 

Timetables 
Create a poster to help you 
remember the times tables from 1-
12.  

Weather Forecast 
Research the climate of Egypt. How 
is the weather different from 
Bletchley? Can you create a 
weather forecast? 

Adventure Story 
Imagine you have been on a dig in 
an Egyptian tomb. Write about your 
adventures. 

Multiplication and Division 
Facts 
Write down as many as many facts 
you know for the 4, 8 and 12 
times tables.   

River Nile 
Build a model of the River Nile. 
 
 

Newspaper Report 
Write a newspaper report about a 
fictional finding in the pyramids.  
 

Egyptian Number System 
Create a maths problem using the 
Ancient Egyptian 
number system. See 
if your family can 
solve it! 
 

Ancient Egyptian Tombs. 
Design a new tomb for a Pharaoh.   

Character Description 
Describe a pharaoh!  

What could the question be? 
The answer is 324. What could the 
question be? Create an addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and 
division question for 
this answer. 

Map Work 
Design a map of Egypt and label all 
of the physical and human features.  

Persuasive Writing 
Write an advert explaining why 
ancient Egypt is an ideal holiday 
destination.  

Egyptian Shapes 
Make the net of a pyramid. What 
shapes are used in its faces? How 
many edges does it 
have?  

Art 
Create a piece of Artwork based on 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Try to use 
different techniques from 
different known artists.  

Poetry 
Using the words ‘Ancient Egypt’, 
create an acrostic poem. 

Word Problem 
There are 12 Ancient Egyptians. 
Each of them have pyramids. How 
many pyramids are 
there altogether?   

Year 3/4 
Autumn 1, 2022 

• Choose your weekly homework from the menu below 
• Homework is due back in school no later than the following Wednesday; 
• All           activities need to be completed across the half-term; 

• Challenge yourself with the  activity at least once across the half-term; 
• In addition, Reading and Spelling practise must be completed daily and you will 

receive separate weekly maths homework based on the learning from that week. 
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